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The PrESMod modelling language uses lines/commands for the description of entities and modifications such that characteristic points, coordinates of characteristic points and other geometric parameters, relational position expressions, functional entity descriptions and also three types of relational statements for selecting one of two possible point sets can be used in the geometric description. In this work solutions have been analysed for problems of geometric modelling when based on one part of the modelling procedure, after specifying characteristic points, coordinates of characteristic points, characteristic geometric parameters, such as diameter, radius, angle, length and also parallel, normal, tangent relations, there are several solutions for the given entity (how to obtain one solution from two or more solutions). Finally, two commands in the PrESMod language for 2D parameter geometric modelling are given.
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modelled entity. This statement reduces the number of solutions to one or a group of solutions formed from the remaining entity modelling procedure. This type (type 3) of relational statement uses relations closer, further, closest, farthest. The left and right sides of these relations contain characteristic entity points. Compared to type 1 or 2 relational statement where specifying one relational statement reduces the number of solutions (sets of points for a given entity) when there are more than two to half the number of solutions obtained based on the remaining entity modelling procedure, the type 3 relational statement (statement something closest to something or something farthest from something) can immediately separate only one solution (only one set of points).

3 Examples of applying relational expressions

Applying relational statement type 1 and 2

One example of using relational statement type 1 and 2 is shown for a definition in the process of modelling a straight line.

If the lexic, semantic and syntactic structure of the PrESMod modelling language is used [1] the straight line (Fig. 1) in the modelling procedure can be defined (described) as:

\[ M = am_1, am_2; \]
\[ // (k); \]
\[ L = al; \]
\[ xn > xm \text{ (obtained i.e. modelled straight line MN' using the type 1 relational statement where it is defined that the x coordinate of end point is larger than the x coordinate of the starting point – Fig. 1)}; \]
\[ M = am_1, am_2; \]
\[ // (k); \]
\[ L = al; \]
\[ xn < xm \text{ (obtained i.e. modelled straight line MN" using the type 1 relational statement where it is defined that the x coordinate of end point is smaller than the x coordinate of the starting point)}. \]

In this case:
M – the starting point; N – the end point; // – parallel relation; L – straight line length

Applying type 3 relational statement

When several solutions form as the result of input data such as characteristic points, coordinates of characteristic points, characteristic geometric parameters (diameter, radius, angle, length and similar) and relations (normal, parallel, tangent) then the modelling procedure uses relational statement containing relations farther, closer, farthest, closest. Characteristic points are included besides these relations in relational statement.

Examples:

a) If the lexic, semantic and syntactic structure of the PrESMod modelling language is used the circle i (Fig. 2) in the modelling procedure can be defined (described) as:

\[ IC(k); \]
\[ IC(l); \]
\[ R = ar \text{ and then four solutions are obtained}. \]

The relational statement \( C \text{.closest}.M(k) \) gives (separates) one solution i.e. the circle marked in Fig. 2 as \( i \). (The straight lines tangent to the modelled circle are marked with \( k \) and \( l \).)

In this case:
IC – tangent relation; R – circle radius; C – circle centre; M(l) – starting point of entity \( l \).

b) If the lexic, semantic and syntactic structure of the PrESMod modelling language is used the straight line given in Fig. 3 can be defined (described) in the modelling procedure as:

\[ M = am_1, am_2; \]
\[ IC(k); \]
\[ L = al \text{ and then four solutions are obtained}. \]

The relational statement \( N \text{.closer to}.C(k) \) gives (separates) two solutions i.e. straight lines marked in Fig. 3 as \( i' \) and \( i" \). (The circle tangent to the modelled straight line is marked as \( k \).)

One more relational statement, for example \( yn > \) to separates the desired straight line.
In this case: M – the starting point; N – the end point; IC – tangent relation; L – straight line length; C(k) – circle centre k; yn> - relational statement; am1, am2, al – expression, variable or constant.

Further are given definitions of entity with relational statements type 1, type 2 and type 3.

In Fig. 4 is shown an example of defining oriented line along with a starting point, with a length of the line, with x or y coordinate of endpoint and relational statement.

The general definition and examples of defining the line are given below.

General definition of a command (command line)
i;L:M=am1,am2;xn=an1;L=al; relational statement (type 1, type 2 or type 3)

Examples of command lines for straight line modelling
13;L: M=20,25;xn=38;L=25 __
14;L: M=xm(5)+b;ym(5);xn=xm+c;L=d;yn<
15;L: M=xm(2),ym(2)+b;L=30;yn=35;xn>xm
16;L: M=20,50;yn=30;L=40;N.closer.specified point

If the difference between coordinates xm and xn i.e. ym and yn is equal to length L then it is not necessary to specify a relational statement for the position of the undefined coordinate ym i.e. xn.

In this case in the general command (command line) definition:

General definition of a command (command line)
i:C:M=am1,am2;N=an1,an2;R=ar; relational statement (type 1, type 2 or type 3)

Examples of command lines for arc modelling
19;C: M=40,40;n=20,20;r=30 __
20;C: M=a,b;N=s(3);R=d5/2;yc>(ym+yn)/2
21;C: M=2,2;n=1,1;R=(((xm-xn)^2+(ym+yn)^2)^0.5)/2.0
22;C: M=30,20;N=n(7);r=D4/2;L<
23;C:M=50,70;N=90,120;r=r(4);C|N(5)

If the centre is at the middle of the straight line joining points M and N (MN=2*R) then it is not necessary to give the relation for the arc centre position.

In this case in the general command (command line) definition:

i – entity identification; C – denotation for the circular arc entity; M – starting point; am1 and am2 – constants, variables or arithmetic expressions for setting values of x i.e. y coordinates of the starting point; xn – x coordinate of the end point; an1 – constant, variable or arithmetic expression for setting values of the x coordinate of the end point; yn – y coordinate of the end point; an2 – – constant, variable or arithmetic expression for setting values of the y coordinate of the end point; L – straight line length; al – constant, variable or arithmetic expression for setting of the straight line length value. Three types of relational statement for separating one of two possible sets of points for the entity obtained based on the previous modelling procedure are given here.

Examples for straight line definition contain concrete relational statement mentioned in the examples given above.

In Fig. 5 is shown an example of defining circular arc with a starting point, with endpoint, with radius and relational statement type 1, type 2 or type 3.

The general definitions and examples of defining circular arc are given below.

General definition of a command (command line)
i;C:M=am1,am2;N=an1,an2;R=ar; relational statement (type 1, type 2 or type 3)
One of three types of relational statement for separation of one of two possible sets of points for the circular arc entity obtained based on the previous modelling procedure is given here.

Examples for defining a circular arc entity contain concrete relational statement mentioned in the examples given above.

When describing entity 20 the relational statement was defined as somewhat wider yc>(ym+yn)/2.

Meaning that the y coordinate of the centre of the circular arc is larger than the sum of the y coordinate of the starting point and the x coordinate of the end point divided by 2.

When describing entity 22 the length of the circular arc is smaller L<.

When describing entity 23 the centre of the circular arc is closer to the end entity point C|N(5).

In Fig. 6 is shown an example of defining the circle with central point, with tangential relation and with relational statement type 2.

\[\text{Figure 6} \quad \text{The circle defined with central point, tangential relation and relation statement type 2.}\]

The general definition and examples of defining the circle are given below.

**General definition of a command (command line)**

\[
i;O: C=ac1,ac2; IC(k); \text{ relational statement Type 2 LT}\]

**Examples of command lines for circle modelling**

\[
11;O: C=25,30; IC(7); R> \]
\[
12;O: C=45,50; IC(8); D< \]
\[
13;O: C=xm(1)+b,70; R<; IC(9)\]

Here is, in the general definition, in the command line:

- \(i\) – identification of the entity; \(O\) – symbol for the circle; \(C\) – symbol for the centre of the circle; \(ac1,ac2\) – constant, variable or arithmetic expression; \(IC(k)\) – indicates a tangential relation to the entity \(k\).

In Fig. 7 is shown an example of defining the circle with tangential relations and relational statement type 2.

\[\text{In Fig. 7 is shown an example of defining the circle with tangential relations and relational statement type 2.}\]

The general definitions and examples of defining the circle are given below.

**General definition of a command (command line)**

\[
i;O: IC(k); IC(l); \text{ relational statement Type 2 LT}\]

**Examples of command lines for circle modelling**

\[
14;O: IC(3); IC(5); R> \]
\[
15;O: IC(2); IC(4); D< \]

In the general definition, in the command line are:

- \(i\) – identification of the entity; \(O\) – symbol for the circle; \(IC(k)\) – indicates a tangential relation to the entity \(k\); \(IC(l)\) – indicates a tangential relation to the entity \(l\).

In the definition given in Fig. 7 is used relational statement type 2.

In Fig. 8 is shown an example of defining the circle with tangential relations on two entities, radius and relational statement.

\[\text{Figure 8} \quad \text{The circle is defined with tangential relations on two entities, with radius and with relational statement type 1, type 2 or type 3.}\]

The general definitions and examples of defining the circle are given below.

**General definition of a command (command line)**

\[
i;O: IC(k); IC(l); R=ar; \text{ relational statement (type 1, type 2 or type3)}\]

**Examples of command lines for circle modelling**

\[
11;L: IC(4); IC(7); R=15; yc> \]
\[
12;L: IC(5); IC(8); R=a; yc< \]
\[
13;L: IC(9); IC(2); R=R(11)+4; yc<yc(9)\]

In Fig. 8, in the general definition, in the command line are:

- \(i\) – identification of the entity; \(O\) – symbol for the circle; \(IC(k)\) – indicates a tangential relation to the entity \(k\); \(IC(l)\) – indicates a tangential relation to the entity \(l\); \(R\) – symbol for the radius of the circle; \(ar\) – constant, variable or arithmetic expression.

In the definition given in Fig. 8 are used relational statements: type 1, type 2 or type 3.

4 Conclusion

The main advantage of the PrESMod modelling language is in the availability of all possible variations in entity description. Characteristic points, coordinates of characteristic points and characteristic parameters and also relational expressions used in the primary
A geometric description enable a large number of variations in the description of each standard entity (straight line, circular arc, circle). Forms with concrete dimensions (constants), general dimensions (variables) and a combination of concrete and general dimensions can be described. In short, entity description in the PrESMod modelling language is suitable for the user as it is short, with great description diversity and high understanding of the description for the end user. The PrESMod 2D modelling language is easy to learn. Further work on this project requires completion of the development of the PrESMod modelling language and development of a pre-processor in such a way that when forms are described in the PrESMod modelling language this pre-processor or processor processes (with included concrete dimensions before processing or during processing) the form description (program) into one of the recognizable formats and gives a concrete illustration. The illustration is obtained with dimensions defined during the description, while variable (general) dimensions are either entered before processing the form description or are entered during form processing (if they are not selected or entered before processing the form description).

The PrESMod modelling language can be used for describing geometries of CNC machines, and general design.

Basic solutions on which the PrESMod modelling language is based are good for creating CAD or CAD/CAM packages.

Some entities could possibly be entered by speech using next generation computers that will be especially effective and does not change the essence of definitions in the PrESMod modelling language.

The German company Data M was interested in the project "PrESMod language for 2D geometric parametric modelling".

The Australian organization SCIE has put the paper from the project "PrESMod language for 2D geometric parametric modelling" on its list of international scientific publications (WSI).
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